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Cameron and Afghanistan president Hamid
Karzai on the sidelines of the World
Economic Forum, DawnNews reported.
Prime Minister Sharif will participate in
tripartite negotiations to be held among
Pakistan, Britain and Afghanistan at the
summit hosted by Cameron. Afghanistan
will demand an explanation from Pakistan
on the whereabouts of former Taliban
second-in-command Mullah Abdul Ghani
Baradar when the leaders of both countries
meet at the summit to discuss how to end
years of insurgency, Reuters had earlier
quoted an Afghan official as saying. The
whereabouts of Baradar has been the source
of intense speculation since Pakistan
announced his release on Sept 20. Pakistani
sources say he is still kept in a safe house and
is closely watched by his Pakistani handlers.

ConU Alum Sets Her Eyes On Council
Seat
Yana Lukasheh Looks to Turn Laval into
“City of Culture” Yana Lukasheh, who turns
26 in two weeks, admits her age could be a
stumbling block with voters when they head
to the ballot box in the Nov. 3 municipal
elections. The Concordia graduate is
running for a seat on Laval’s city council in
the Ste-Dorothée electoral district, under the
banner of mayoral candidate Jean-Claude
Gobé’s Action Laval party. “There is going
to be, perhaps, a hurdle in terms of the
electorate in Ste-Dorothée, whether they
will view me as a serious contender or a
serious candidate,” Lukasheh told The Link.

“What I hope to do is bring forth my
experience and bring forth what I’ve
learned, and make sure that I speak to every
possible elector that I can, to let them know
what I’ve done, to let them know about what
I hope to do, and to convince them.” When
asked what her vision for the future of Laval
was, Lukasheh said she hoped the city of
400,000 residents just north of Montreal
would continue to prosper economically and
also become a “city of culture.”
Safety, Sports and Traffic
Lukasheh told The Link that safety, sports
facilities and traffic are among the main
concerns of Ste-Dorothée’s residents in this
election campaign.She said an increase in
break-ins has left “citizens afraid at night,”
and having additional police on regular
patrol routes in Western Laval would help to
deter crime.Her experience working in

Montreal has given her an idea for how the
problem can be solved at the municipal
level. She says the city could probably add
another entry onto the service road running
parallel to the highway.
Experience in Politics
Lukasheh has been involved in the political
scene since 2007. It was then that she began
working as a secretary to Michelle
Courchesne, a former Member of the
National Assembly for the Laval riding of
Fabre who acted as Quebec’s Minister of
Education, Leisure and Sports at the time,
while simultaneously working towards a
bachelor’s degree in political science that
she later completed in 2009.In June 2011,
Lukasheh became a political attaché to
Michael Applebaum, then-borough mayor
of Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce
in Montreal.
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430.With the win she has became
Manitoba’s first ever CanadianForecasting Heat
Pakistani provincial leader.
She will lead Manitoba’s
Waves Weeks In
third party into the next
Advance? Scientists May
provincial election,
Have Found A Way
expected in the
WASHINGTON -- Meteorologists may
spring of 2016. She
have found a way to predict some killer heat
waves up to three weeks in advance. Now, the
succeeds Jon
best they can do is about 10 days.An earlier
Gerrard, who had
warning would help cities prepare for the heat
been leader for
wave, arrange to open up cooling centres and
the past 15
check on the elderly, said Gerald Meehl, coauthor of a study that describes the forecasting y e a r s . I n h e r
clue."It gives you a little bit of a heads up of what's coming," he said.The key may be speech to Liberal
a certain pattern of high and low pressure spots across the globe high in the sky. m e m b e r s ,
When that pattern shows up, the chances double for a prolonged and intense heat B o k h a r i
wave in the eastern two-thirds of the United States, according to the study
proclaimed,
published Sunday in the journal Nature Geoscience.This could predict some
“This
is growing
types of heat waves but not all, meteorologists said. The study's authors said
s
e
a
s
o
n
for our
they think the pattern occurred before last year's heat The researchers at
P a r t y. T h i s i s
the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colo.,
looked at heat waves that lasted at least a week and were about 5 to
growing season for
8 degrees warmer than normal. In any given summer week,
our Province. There's a
the odds of a heat wave like this happening are usually
lot of work to be done but
only about 1 in 67 in the U.S in much of the
I'm
up for the challenge."
central United States, but they still need
Amid
loud
cheers of support,
more work to confirm it.
she continued,

Manitoba Liberals' First
Ever Canadian-Pakistani Leader
WINNIPEG: A Canadian lawyer and
politician of Pakistani descent scored a firstballot victory at Saturday’s Liberal
leadership convention in western Canada’s
prairie province of Manitoba. Rana Bokhari,
36, is first-generation Canadian who was
born in Winnipeg and grew up on a farm in
Anola, Eastern Manitoba, where her

Pakistani immigrant parents operated the
largest poultry farm in the province.Bokhari
won 431 votes to take the party's top job on
the first ballot at a leadership convention in
Winnipeg. The minimum number of votes
needed to win on the first round of voting was

services trigger frequent violent protests.
Last month the IMF saved Pakistan from a
possible default by agreeing to loan it $6.7
billion over three years, but its condition of
quarterly reviews means the cash is not
guaranteed. The government has begun to
tackle Pakistan's fiscal problems, but true
success will come only when tax evaders
are punished, said one Western diplomat.

Can Modi Lead A Multi-Ethnic, MultiReligious India, Asks Nyt
NEW YORK: Pointing out that over 1,000
people, mostly Muslims, were killed in
2002 in the Indian State of Gujarat under
his watch, Narendra Modi, who was the
State's chief minister and now opposition
BJP's prime ministerial candidate, may not
be able to lead India effectively if he
inspires “fear” and “antipathy” among
many of its people, the New York Times
said in an editorial published on Oct 26.

IMF Team Visits Pakistan To Review
Economic Reforms
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif will face the first formal test of his
economic policies this week during a visit

by the International Monetary Fund. A
team led by the IMF’s regional adviser,
Jeffrey Franks, is visiting this week to see
if Pakistan is trying to meet conditions
intended to promote reforms. Sharif swept
to a landslide victory in May after
promising to fix a sluggish economy
whose growth has averaged 3 per cent over
the last five years. Voters are hungry for
jobs. Power cuts and minimal social

“His rise to power is deeply troubling to
many Indians, especially the country's 138
million Muslims and its many other
minorities,” the Editorial Board of the
New York Times said in an editorial. Mr
Modi has shown no ability to work with
opposition parties or tolerate dissent, the
editorial said, noting that he has already
alienated BJP's political partners when
Janata Dal (United), "an important
regional party broke off its 17-year
alliance with the party because it found Mr
Modi unacceptable”. “India is a country
with multiple religions, more than a dozen
major languages and numerous ethnic
groups and tribes. Mr Modi cannot hope to
lead it effectively if he inspires fear and
antipathy among many of its people,” said
the editorial.
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Google Doodle: Remembered The Costume
Designer Edith Head On Oct 28

Google Doodle gets a glamorous makeover thanks
to the 116th birthday of Edith Head, one of the
greatest costume designers of all timeHead, who
was born on October 28, 1897 and died on October
24, 1981, won a record eight Academy Awards for
costume design.Of 35 nominations, she won 'Best
Costume Design' Oscars for The Heiress (1950),
Samson and Delilah (1951), All About Eve (1951),
A Place in the Sun (1952), Roman Holiday (1954),
Sabrina (1955), The Facts of Life (1961) and The
Sting (1974).She is the only costume designer to
have been given a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame, placed at 6969 Hollywood Boulevard.

EDITOR’S PICKS
It's a love affair...!

3

‘He's In A Dress!'

Prince William and his wife Catherine gather close friends and
family on Wednesday for the christening of their baby son Prince
George, in a low-key ceremony far
removed from the global hype
surrounding their wedding. Britain's 3month-old future monarch, Prince
George, was christened Wednesday with
water from the River Jordan at a rare fourgeneration gathering of the royal family
in London. George, the son of Prince
William and his wife, Kate, was
christened by Archbishop of Canterbury
Justin Welby at the Chapel Royal at St.
James's Palace.

2

Solving Beijing's
Smog Problem with
A Giant Vacuum Cleaner

Beijing has a smog
problem. And one
artist is out to solve it. The extreme dangers
caused by the blanket of pollution that veils the city recently led the
Beijing Environmental Monitoring Center to warn children, the
elderly and those with heart and breathing problems to stay indoors. In
the past week authorities have grounded flights and closed 2,000
schools as a result of the noxious fumes. Artist, environmentalist and
dreamer par excellence Roosegaarde aptly titled his fantastical
system "Smog." Smog will employ underground copper coils to suck
up airborne particles using an electrostatic field; the collected
particles can then be cleaned and repurposed, leaving a hole in the sky
where the pollutants once lurked. Roosegaarde first ran a successful
trial of Smog inside the closed confines of a 269 square foot room, and
he's now planning to test the vision in a public park. Roosegaarde told
The Guardian. "It's hacking the landscape, in a poetic way." You
heard it here, folks -- art can save the world.

4

Toronto Fashion Week 2013

Toronto Fashion Week, the most important fashion event in
Canada took place from Monday October 21st to Friday October
25th. The most prominent Canadian fashion designers showcased
their new spring-summer collections for 2014 at David Pecaut
Square in over 30 fashion shows during 5 days. Among this
season’s participants were Pink Tartan, David Dixon, Christopher
Bates, Klaxon Howl, Triarchy, Mackage, Joe Fresh, Target,
Whitney Linen, Caitlin Power, and other designers. You can check
here http://www.torontofashionweek.com/ for missed snippets.
Enjoy!
www.syncmag.ca
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Montreal Municipal Elections: Gloves Come Off In Ad Campaign
The gloves are coming off in Montreal's
mayoral campaign with six days to go
before Election Day Sunday.
In an election race marked by a mostly
civil tone between the four main
candidates until now, political neophyte
Mélanie Joly went on the offensive
Monday, releasing a series of radio
advertisements in French and English
that target Denis Coderre, whom polls
have placed as front-runner in the
campaign. The last online poll showed
Joly, a 34-year old lawyer with scant
political experience, surging into
second place in the race. The aim of the
ads is to make the populace reflect on
the consequences of electing "career
politicians and their old methods," Joly
said in press release. "You know what
will happen on Nov. 3?," Joly says in the
radio spot. "Nothing. Absolutely
nothing, if you vote for Denis Coderre,
whose promises to fight corruption
aren't believable." Joly is also releasing
video segments on her party's website
on the same theme, but which don't
mention Coderre directly. Coderre has

chosen 25 members of former mayor
Gérald Tremblay's Union Montreal
party to run under his slate. Union
Montreal was implicated in fraudulent
fundraising practices before the
Charbonneau Commission, and
disintegrated last November after
Tremblay was forced to resign.
Coderre, a Liberal MP for 16 years who
likes to call himself a street fighter,
called a news conference hours after
Joly's statement. Coderre himself did
not attend, nor were any candidates that
were former members of Union
Montreal. Members from Coderre's
team derided Joly's tactics as a
smokescreen and old-style politicking
that focuses on attacking opponents
rather than putting forth salient ideas.
"As co-president of Équipe Denis
Coderre, I never would have joined a
team whose integrity was stained," said
Villeray-St-Michel-Parc-Extension
borough mayor Anie Samson, a former
m e m b e r o f Vi s i o n M o n t r e a l ,
accompanied by another former Vision
member and three new candidates. "We

Election Statistics
Total 102 Positions are opened for
Municipal Elections 2013: 18 for
borough mayors, 46 for city
councilors and 38 for borough
councilors.
ª The elected mayor will replace
interim mayor Laurent Blanchard,
who was elected to replace the
previous interim mayor, Michael
Applebaum, who resigned due to
14 charges laid against him.
ª Voter turnout at the advance poll:
The polling stations for the election
offices poll have closed at 2 p.m. on
Oct 30. Since Friday October 25, 85
395 electors, namely 7, 75 % of
registered electors have voted.
ª In 2009, the voter turnout at the
advance poll was 5, 37%.
ª On November 3, all polling stations
will be open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ª

are here to say how proud we are of
Denis Coderre, a chief who brings
leadership."
All candidates said they verified to
www.syncmag.ca
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Candidates For Elective Office
Mayor of Montréal
BERGERON, Richard
Projet Montréal - Équipe Bergeron
BLAIS, Claude
Indépendant
BRÛLÉ, Michel
Intégrité Montréal
CODERRE, Denis
Équipe Denis Coderre pour Montréal
CÔTÉ, Marcel
Coalition Montréal - Marcel Côté
HAMIDA, Louai
Indépendant
JOLY, Mélanie
Vrai changement pour Montréal Groupe Mélanie Joly
MATONDOT, Paunel Paterne
Indépendant
SAURIOL, Clément
Indépendant
SONOKPON, Kofi
Indépendant
TULASNE, Patricia
Indépendant
YOUNG, Joseph
Indépendant
ensure Coderre's program would ensure
an end to the corruption and collusion
brought to light at the Charbonneau
Commission and restore Montreal's
reputation. Platform elements like
creating an independent inspector
general division at city hall to verify the
integrity of contracts, rotating senior
civil servants on a regular basis,
background checks on councillor

www.syncmag.ca
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Montreal Municipal Elections
candidates and zero tolerance for
corruption will ensure integrity, they
said.
Asked why there were no former
members of Union Montreal present,
Samson said she and fellow candidate
Chantal Rouleau, formerly of Vision
Montreal, represented experienced
councillors with integrity, while the
three new candidates, including two
former Radio-Canada journalists, were
examples of the new guard known for
rooting out corruption that had joined
their team.
“I'm 20 years in politics — if I joined
with Coderre, it's because I see he is the
only one able to put Montreal back on
track, with concrete measures. We ask
voters not to be influenced by the low
political tactics of our adversaries. . . .
They are a sign of desperation with only
six days left in the campaign."
For the last days before the election,
Projet Montréal is choosing to highlight
the main features of its platform. On
Sunday the party spoke of stopping the
exodus of families by creating more
family-friendly housing development
projects at places like the old Blue
Bonnets racetrack, the Turcot yards and
his Maritime gateway project on the
shores of the St. Lawrence. Monday,
Projet focused on integrity and
competence, saying the two boroughs
where the party is in the majority on
council are the best administered and
financially healthy in the city —
Rosemont-La-Petite-Patrie and
Plateau-Mont-Royal.
Coalition Montreal-Marcel Côté,
meanwhile, held a news conference in
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce, where mayoral
candidate Côté and members of his team
promised to improve the lot of
abandoned cats and dogs in the city by
improving adoption and sterilization
services, in part by starting mobile
sterilization clinics. They also pledged
to crack down on puppy mills by
monitoring pet stores and animal
refuges in the various boroughs.

How To Vote
1. Report to the polling place with your
reminder and one of the following
identification documents:
¹ Health insurance card issued in
plastic form by the Régie de
l’assurance-maladie du Québec
¹ Driver’s licence or probationary
licence issued in plastic form by the
Société de l'assurance automobile
du Québec
¹ Canadian passport
¹ Certificate of Indian status
¹ Canadian Forces identity card
2. You will be directed to the polling
station corresponding to your polling
subdivision. The poll clerk will confirm
your entry on the list of electors.
3. You will be handed a ballot paper and
directed to a polling booth. You are to
mark the candidate of your choice on the
ballot paper.
4. After folding the ballot paper, return
to insert the ballot in the ballot box.
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Zameen.com At PREEX
Zameen.com one stop Pakistan property resource, founded in 2006 by Zeshan Ali Khan and
Imran Ali Khan, has taken the leading role to move the real estate sector of Pakistan in the right
direction. The much need activity to give this brewing market its due exposure was held in form
of a 3-Day long Property Expo, formally known as Pakistan Real Estate Expo (PREEX) 2013.
Zameen.com, the premium partner of PREEX 2013, collaborated with Lahore International
Expo Centre to hold and organize this event.PREEX is grand invite to the leaders of the
industry and the world class opportunity to create a new horizon in the industry altogether.
Here we bring few glimpses of PREEX 2013 from booth of Zameen.com set up for Oct 25, 26 &
27.

www.syncmag.ca
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Up close and personal with

MARY DEROS
Mrs. Mary Deros, first elected in 1998 as City

Councilor for the district of Park Extension in the City
of Montreal, was the first woman of Greek origin to
be nominated to the city's Executive Committee and
was given the responsibility for sports, recreation
and social development for the city from 1998 until
2001. During this mandate, she was a member of
the Board of Directors of the Montreal Urban
Community, member of the Executive Committee of the Regional Council
on Development of the island of Montreal, and member of the Board of
Directors of the Regional Health Board and Social Services. She was also
responsible and was special advisor to the Mayor on the Mayor’s
committee for a program called “Les Quartier cibles” - a program that
identified 11 disadvantaged districts for revitalization. She also was a
board member of the Montreal Metropolitan Council. Probably more
than any other municipal politician, Mary Deros has been the face of City
Hall for members of the myriad ethnic groups across Montreal.
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag had the opportunity to
interview her, let’s have a chit chat with
the great lady!
Syncmag: As a well-known and very
active politician in Montreal, please let
us know what led you to be passionate
about politics?
M Deros: I have always been in positions
of Customer Service oriented jobs. I was
recruited by Mayor Pierre Bourque in 1998
due to the fact that I had been a volunteer
on the board of directors of the Park
Extension Soccer Association Panellinios
as secretary treasurer, and President of the
board of directors of PEYO for 15 years.
Once elected, I realized that the role of a
city councilor is to provide services to
citizens. I am, and always have been
passionate about working with people. My
strength is working with cultural
communities and being their voice on
issues that concern them.
Syncmag:You had been the first women
of Greek origin to be nominated to the
city's Executive Committee. Were there
any challenges you had to face, how did
you get them manage?
M Deros: Yes, and I am very proud of that!
The challenges were finding enough time
in the day, in the week, to meet the demands
of my job and my family obligations.

Syncmag: You have been the member of
City Council for remarkable time, what
major responsibilities you undertook
during the course of time?
M Deros: In the first mandate from 1998 2001, I was responsible for Sports,
Recreation and Social Development as well
as the Mayor's committeess for Youth,
Seniors, Women's issues and Handicapped
citizens as well as improving 11

I am, and always have been
passionate about working
with people. My strength is
working with cultural
communities and being their
voice on issues that concern
them.
neighborhoods. This was the time that I was
able to bring in water games at the Parcs in
Park Extension, develop our Library, create
a level walkway from Ball Avenue over to
Jarry Park as well as bringing in the social
housing ( 60 large family apartments) on
Durocher from D"Anvers to Liege. I was in
the oposition from 2001 - 2008, but we still
were able to invest in the soccer and cricket
fields at Jarry Park, and construct our
indoor swimming pool in Park Extension.

Vol 1, Issue 31

Syncmag: For upcoming Montreal
Municipal Elections, you have once
again nominated for the position of City
Council in Parc-Extension, what will
your goals be if you’re elected?
M Deros: Few of the goals will be:
¬ To continue to serve and support all
cultural communities.
¬ Develop social affordable housing.
¬ Traffic calming to make our
neighborhood safe for our families.
¬ Create new green spaces.
¬ The redevelopment of Jarry Street.
¬ Wo r k i n b r i n g e m p l o y m e n t
opportunities for our citizens.
Syncmag: What is the mandate of your
party for the upcoming elections?
M Deros: In our team, there are women and
men of diverse backgrounds, with a rich
professional and personal heritage. We are
all driven by the same ambition to put
Montreal back on track. We all have the
same values of integrity, efficiency and
creativity necessary to restore this unique,
open, modern and welcoming metropolis
that is Montreal.
Together we must ensure that our citizens
come first. Our priorities for Montreal is to
make Montreal a Smart City...to encourage
new investments and the return to
prosperity.....to bring families back to
Montreal and to take care of our
seniors....to eliminate corruption....to
develop an efficient road network.
www.syncmag.ca
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Syncmag: What do you consider to be
the number one issue affecting our
community? How it can be effectively
addressed?
M Deros: Participating in the democratic
process. For starters the community needs
to be more involved so that they may be
informed of programs available for
business, for home owners, for youth,
sports activities, and job opportunities. We

Together we must ensure
that our citizens come first.
Our priorities for Montreal
is to make Montreal a Smart
City...to encourage new
investments and the return to
prosperity.
need to develop a better communication
system between the authorities and the
community to be able to inform and update
the community so that you may take full
advantage of the programs that are
available.
Syncmag: What is the most notable
contribution to social change in politics
that you have made?
M Deros: My accessibility to the cultural
communities has helped many in having a
voice at city hall, working together to find
www.syncmag.ca
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solutions and informing communities of
their fundamental rights to have access to
services and adequate housing.
Syncmag: You have been the face of City
Hall for members of the myriad ethnic
groups across Montreal. How did you see
the cultural differences and its impact on
any society striving to flourish?
M.Deros: Over the last 15 years in
municipal politics I have had the
opportunity to meet with our rich diversity.
The only difference that I have observed is
the cultural side - they way we dress, the
way we pray, the spices we use in our food,
our music and dance. But basically all
cultural communities have the following
common aspirations:
¬ Having a comfortable and safe home to
bring up the family.
¬ Having a job to be able to cover the
necessities of life.
¬ To be able to send children to good
schools so that they can have a good
education.
¬ To have a place a worship to practice
their religion.
¬ To having safe parks where they can
take their children for sports and
leisure activities.
I have worked hard in all aspects to work
with our diverse communities to assure that
the basic and fundamental needs are met.

Syncmag: Do you think Canada is
doing a good job with its multicultural

policy? What more/ changes would you
like to see at a systemic level?
M Deros: I believe this would be a
question for a federal representative and to
the organizations that receive direct help
for such issues.
Syncmag: I would like to know
something about your personal self,
what kind of lady you are, what is that
best describes you?
M Deros: I celebrated my 41 wedding
anniversary with my husband on the 21 of
October. I am a wife, a mother to three
young adults. I care about people and try
to help whenever possible. I am also a
multi tasker - this means I often work on
several things at the same time. These are
my strong points - I usually do not talk
about myself - best thing would be to ask
people to describe me.
Syncmag: Would you please like to give
any message to our reader!
M.Deros: I would like to thank all the
friends and supporters that have helped in
this campaign for re-election. Please
support all the candidates in Montreal
under the EQUIPE DENIS CODERRE
POR MONTREAL for the best team for
Montreal. Your continued support and
belief in me is very much appreciated!
Insha Allah with your support once again I
will be victorious and continue to serve
you for another 4 years!
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Chikankari

Chikankari is a
reminiscent of
splendor and
luxury. Celebrate
the fine famine
look with the flash
back from 80’s.
www.syncmag.ca
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Layers Of Dark
Deep blacks and ashy grays and inky blues can be
the most flattering and accessible colors in a man's
wardrobe. And what makes today's dark tailored
suits and separates so distinctive is there is
nothing funereal or drab about them. They rely on
nuance, shading, and subtle tones, textures, and
patterns to create a sense of depth and dimension.

www.syncmag.ca
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Sync Paparazzi Pakistan

The Pakistan Fashion Design Council (PFDC) and L’Oréal Paris, one of the
world’s leading beauty brand joined hands to present the PFDC L’Oréal
Paris Bridal Week 2013 being held in Lahore from 10th- 12th October,
boasting bridal designs of renowned Pakistani designers such as Sana
Safinaz, HSY, Nomi Ansari, Misha Lakhani, Ali Zeeshan, Elan & Zara
Shahjahan etc. The black carpet was sponsored by Libas International
Magazine. PFDC LO’real Paris Bridal Week was a decadent affair, all the
heavily embellished joras, the jewelry and what not. The show shut down on a
high note with a platter of a number of the most efficient couturiers from the
country showcasing a symphony of art on the ramp.

PFDC L’Oreal Paris Bridal Week 2013
www.syncmag.ca
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PFDC L’Oreal Paris Bridal Week 2013
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Sync Happening

POLO IN PINK: October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month, which is an annual campaign to increase awareness of the disease.
While most people are aware of breast cancer, many forget to take the steps to have a plan to detect the disease in its early stages
and encourage others to do the same. POLO IN PINK -an event to help raise awareness about Breast Cancer, was organized by
Lahore Polo Club and Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital and Research Centre at the Lahore Polo Club on October
27, 2013 filled with excitement, Tent Pegging, Cavalcade , Musical Performances, Refreshments and food stalls.

www.syncmag.ca
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Scream With Passion
By: Suraj Rajwans

There is a lot to offer in fall this month.
Especially the fact that we will get to
present ourselves any way we want to,
without any judgment call! As we all know,
Halloween is near and we want CANDY!
Or… Even better, be the center of attention
with the best costume out there. Initially, we
want to look scary on this special day in fall.
Yes, this day is too be seen as and act
intimidating; however, many famous
characters & stereotypes with their
dramatic characteristics can be viewed the
same way. Hopes on having a good costume
shall be high by not only simply wearing it,
but on how well you can play it. If you
haven’t had nor just don’t know what to
wear on the 31st, I would like to at least help
you get an idea of what you might find
pretty exotic. I’m going initiate costumes in
general for both sexes, not to mention, it’s
Halloween you can also dress up as the
opposite sex too! There’s one idea you
might take in consideration.
First, if you are single then you can choose
many costumes that you like and add a
special touch. Many can be amplified by
adding a bit of happiness to the costume that
will expresses your self. Look into some
fitted costumes like a sexy looking cop or a
cupid.
Second, If you and your partner are
planning on being together this Halloween,
then match. Not in a creepy way; however,

there is a wide range of costumes that you
can find that are similar. For example, one
can be the key to the lock or a one be the pc
to let in the USB memory chip. These are
some general ideas, yet fun and bubbly to
share with your partner. Looking to be
more… let’s say “cool” then here are some
more examples.
Lastly, a group of friends can share the
same idea of a costume. You and your
friends can definitely pull off a group of
superheroes or a Mcdonald’s trio. Looking
into more exotic themes, well what about
the Harry Potter wizards that can all put a
spell on a party and make it amazing! You
get the point, together you can show the
amazing connection you and your
friends have showing the crowd what an
amazing group you can be. Wrapping it
up, make this Halloween the most
exciting day ever.
Let out all of your fears and show up to
places with a costume full of passion.
Remember, that adding little details to
your costume will make it just
perfect! Don’t hold back, but hold the
audience and show off the your
craziest creative side you’ve got and
that’ll make others think you’re the
costume. In the next couple of days,
it’s Halloween, be ready to dress up
the way you want.
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Movie Re

WAAR

Khoya Khoya Chaand

Direction:

Bilal Lashari
Cast: Shaan, Ali Azmat, Ayesha Khan and Meesha Shafi.

Timing: Sunday, 08:00 pm
Channel: HUM TV

‘Waar’ is an attempt at providing an antithesis, a Pakistani perspective
on the menace of terrorism, which it would not be wrong to say, is not
its creation, rather a result of global
power politics. The movie primarily
focuses on the element of foreign
involvement in relation to the problem
of terrorism Pakistan is facing. It shows
how the country is itself a victim of
terrorism, which being funded from
across the border. Shaan, as always, has
given a very convincing performance
with an impeccable dialogue delivery
and accompanied some extremely
convincing facial expressions. Shown
as a victim of terrorism, he is on a mission to purge the country of the
cancer of terrorism.

The protagonist of “Khoya Khoya Chaand”, Arib, is an obedient
and responsible young man who is the only offspring of his
parents. He lives away from his
hometown owing to his job.
Ahmarain is studying at a college
and lives in a hostel near him. Arib
falls madly in love with her but she
soon leaves the hostel and goes back
home. The story gathers momentum
when Arib is forced to marry
because of his mother’s ill-health
and finds out that Ahmarain is the
younger sister of his wife Anghan.
Anghan is in love with her cousin and does not like Arib. At this
time an incident takes place which changes all their lives.

Ranbir-Deepika Emerge As India’s
Most Eligible Bachelors
According to a survey carried out
by popular matrimony site, young
superstar actors Ranbir Kapoor
andDeepika Padukone have
emerged as the most sought after
bachelor and bachelorette in India.
Megastar Amitabh Bachchan received the
The
survey which involved 7000
third Hridaynath Mangeshkar award for his
contribution to the film industry. The
young people in the marriage age
prestigious Hridaynath Mangeshkar award was supposed to be
bracket ranging from 24 years to 30
presented by melody queen Lata Mangeshkar to Bachchan, but due to
years participated in it. A part of
health issues she could not make it and filmmaker Subhash Ghai did the
India’s Most Wanted Celebrity, the
honours. "I got everything in life from Mumbai, my success, my
winners of who is the most eligible
stardom, my wife, my children and now even grandchildren. I am truly
bachelor and bachelorette in India was clear! Ranbir began his
proud to be a Mumbaikar as the city has given me the most,"
journey to become the Numero Uno amongst the younger
Bachchan said after receiving the award. He was full of praises for
brigade
after brilliant films likeBarfi, Rockstar and more
Lata Mangeshkar at the ceremony and even promised to speak in
recently Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani which classified him as the
her mother tongue (Marathi) the next time around."Lataji has
typical pleasing ‘man of your dreams avatar’. Statements from
been exceptionally kind to us even in past when she sang
the survey’s tabulation suggested more than 30% of women
for Jaya. Sadly she couldn't make it to today's function
due to her illness, yet she apologised which is too
thought of him as the most eligible bachelor.While 32% men
humble on her part and status. I am truly
voted for Deepika as India’s most eligible bachelorette,
honoured by this award," he said.
suggested the report. Riding high on success this year with
YJHD and then Chennai Express years.

A m i t a b h
Bachchan Receives
Hridaynath Mangeshkar
Award
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Is Waar A Hit?
The long-awaited action film ‘Waar’,
released over Eid, has become the talk of
the cinematic world in Pakistan, for both
positive and negative reasons. The film has
deeply polarised viewers over its artistic
merits and ideological positions. There is
no doubt, however, that massive numbers
of people have flocked into cinemas to see
for themselves what the fuss is about.
The astounding first few days’ box office
of the film Waar – it grossed over 7.1 crores
in the first five days alone, breaking all
previous records thanks to an aggressive
push from its distributors and an unusually
long spell of holidays – has led to a number
of people declaring the film a ‘super hit’ or
‘blockbuster’. Unfortunately, most people
who talk in terms of hits and flops have
little actual understanding of the terms and
use them rather loosely as a reflection of
intangible ‘media buzz’ rather than in
economic terms.
In most of the world, where films are an
established and regular business, terms
such as ‘hit’ or ‘flop’ are intricately tied in
with the cost of the film. So for example, a
very low budget film such as Zinda Bhaag,

were it to earn 4 crores might put it into the
category of a hit, whereas a very high
budget film such as Besharam grossing
even 60 crores in India (as it has) still
classifies it as a flop.
The simplest explanation of the oft-used
box-offices phrases is provided by the
trade section of the Indian film web-site
koimoi.com which details them as follows:
ä A ‘Flop’ is a film that does not recover
even 50 per cent of its cost.
ä A ‘Losing’ film is one that does not
recover its cost but loses less than 50
per cent of the investment.
ä An ‘Average’ film (box office-wise) is
one that barely covers its investment.
ä A ‘Plus’ film is one that recovers its
investment and some profit on top of it.
ä A ‘Hit’ film is one that doubles the
investment of its producers.
ä A ‘Super-Hit’ (or ‘Blockbuster’) film
is one that earns at least 250 per cent of
its initial investment for its producer.
Before one makes an assessment
ofthestatus of a film based on its box office
earnings, one needs to know two additional
things. The first is obviously the cost of

production. Most producers will inevitably
exaggerate the costs and it is often the
single-most difficult figure to obtain
accurately. However, experienced
filmmakers can often make fairly
reasonable assessments (after seeing a
film) of the range of what the film should
have cost if there were no absurd wastages.
The second thing that one needs to know is
that in Pakistan, producers only receive
about 30-35 per cent of the total box office
gross of a film. The rest goes to the cinema
owners (the exhibitors), the distributors
and in publicity costs.
Now let’s take a look at the economics of
Waar. According to the initial claims of the
producers, the production cost of the film
was 20 crore rupees (US$2 million). This
would mean that the film would need to
gross between 57 and 66 crores rupees at
the box office for the producers just to
break even (an ‘average’ film in box office
terms). For Waar to be considered a ‘Hit’ it
would need to gross between 114 crore and
133 crore rupees. For it to be a ‘Super-Hit’
or ‘Blockbuster’ it would need to earn at
least 150 crores.
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Given the small cinema circuit Pakistan
has been reduced to because of the
breaking down of theatres over the last
decades, the highest grossing film in
recent times in Pakistan was Shoaib
Mansoor’s Bol (2011). That grossed
about 12 crores only. The highest
grossing film in Pakistan’s history was
S y e d N o o r ’s P u n j a b i f i l m
Choorriyaan(1998) which has grossed
about 20 crore rupees over its lifetime.
Given this history and the fact that
currently only about 30-odd cinemas in
Pakistan actually return a profit, it is next
to impossible for Waar to even recover its
supposed investment, to say nothing of
being a box-office hit.
But what if the film cost less? And what
about earnings from international
markets?
Let’s assume for a minute that the
producers of Waar have been wildly
exaggerating the cost of their film
(actually a fairly standard practice in film
industries in Pakistan and India). And
let’s also subtract the cost of the military
man-hours, chopper fuel, logistics,
equipment, maintenance, munitions, etc.
that the Pakistan army provided the film
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free of cost, which are likely unaccounted
for and will be paid out of tax-payers’
pockets. What if the film actually cost
only 6 crores?
It’s important to understand that a 6 crore
film would still be the most expensive
film ever produced in Pakistan. But the
film would still need to gross between 17
and 20 crores just to break even. This is
still a tough task but at least opens up a
possibility for the film to recover its basic
investment on actors, professional crew,
equipment rentals, food and lodging,
post-production, music, special effects,
processing and prints, especially if it
manages a good run in places such as
UAE and the UK (both of which have
substantial Pakistani populations). It is
unlikely to find a release in the lucrative
Indian market because of its anti-India
story line and in pure economic terms it
would still not recover the ‘real’
expenditure on the film. In the most
optimistic scenario, Waar can only be an
‘Average’ to ‘Plus’ film at the box office.
When next you hear the figures of how
much Waar has earned at the box-office,
you may want to compare those figures
with the details outlined above and make

your own assessments about its success.
On the other hand, one could always
claim that in a scenario such as
Pakistan’s, even if a film recovers its
costs, it should be seen as a ‘hit.’
So, is there any silver lining to Waar's no
doubt unprecedented-for-Pakistan box
office? Yes, there is! Irrespective of the
economic returns for the film’s
producers,Waar ’s record-breaking
returns show that the Pakistani cinema
market is maturing and that there is a very
lucrative market to be tapped. As the
number of cinemas increases, the
economics of the film business will
continue to become more attractive. That
can only be good news for investors in
cinemas and other film investors who
invest in a more sensible way.
And correspondingly, it is good news for
filmmakers whose ability to raise
finances for films, perhaps unlike Waar,
are inevitably tied to the chance of
recouping those investments.
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Tweets Of The Fortnight
Farah Khan
Jealousy is like
drinking poison n
waiting 4 the other
person 2 die!...
20 Oct

Shekhar Kapur

Just because you came to a sheer
rock wall, does not mean d top of
the mountain does not exist. There r
many ways 2 the top
24 Oct

Jacqueline Fernandez

SHILPA SHETTY
There is only one thing that makes a
dream completely impossible to
achieve..Lack of action based on the fear
of Failure...
21 Oct

It's a shame we have become such
people who are quick to spot the
flaws of others yet do not
wish/have the ability to recognise
our own.
23 Oct

Dia Mirza
Patience is putting up with people you
want to put down.
17 Oct

Sushmita Sen

Anupam Kher
The worst tempered people
I've ever met were people
who knew they were wrong.:)

2 give n 2 serve is not
charity..it's
humanity!!This is a
SIMPLE truth..simple
never to be confused
with ordinary!

25 Oct

28 Oct
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moderate Williams serve.The world
number one looked subdued and
Legalising Ball
shackled. The emotional
Tampering Impossible,
eruptions of her semiSays Waqar
final with Jankovic
DUBAI, Oct 27: Legendary
were nowhere to be
Pakistan fast bowler Waqar
seen or heard and
Younis said on Sunday it’s
her movement was
impossible to legalise ball tampering
leaden.Sometime
and wanted uniformity in the rules
she was forced to
while punishing the offending players
contain or
in international cricket.South Africa’s
defend, and in
Faf du Plessis escaped with just a fine of
the first set she
50 per cent of his match fee for ball tampering that put a blot on the
managed
a mere
Proteas thumping an innings and 92-run victory in the second Test
five
winners
-- a
against Pakistan on Saturday.“If you legalise ball tampering ... there
paltry
total
for
will be a lot of swing so I don’t see legalising tampering is
her.
Li
managed
possible,” former Pakistan Waqar said.Waqar was the first
twice as many.
player to get a suspension from one ODI for ball tampering
Expectations were
during 2000. He took 373 wickets in 87 Tests and another
turned
on their head.
416 in 262 One-day Internationals before retiring in
Williams
held on to
2003. He formed Pakistan’s lethal pace attack
her
serve
in
the seventh
with Wasim Akram in the 90s and was also
game
but
the
set was
famous for bowling toe-crushing
effectively
gone.
yorkers.

Serena Downs Brave Li To Defend WTA
Championships Title
I S TA N B U L : S e r e n a W i l l i a m s
s u c c e s s f u l l y d e f e n d e d h e r W TA
Championships title on Sunday, beating Li

Na, 2-6, 6-3, 6-0, to finish 2013 with a 78th
victory and 11th title of the year.The 32year-old world number one from the US
had admitted to feeling physically
exhausted before, during and after a
fraught semi-final with Jelena Jankovic on
Saturday and at 3-3 in the second set on
Sunday, she looked in danger of a surprise
defeat.Li, the first Chinese player to make
the final of the end of season showpiece
and about to become the highest-ranked
Asian woman at number three in the world,
made one break of serve for 2-1 in the first
set with a wrong-footing backhand drive,
and another for 4-1 by punishing a
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Del Potro Defeats Federer To Retain
Basel Title
BASEL, Switzerland: Top seed Juan
Martin del Potro won the Swiss Indoors for
the second straight year as the Argentine
beat five-time champion Roger Federer 76 (7/3), 2-6, 6-4 on Sunday.The re-run of
last year's title match, which ended with a
similar result, took two hours, 20 minutes
with Federer sealing his fate at the start of
the third set, dropping serve as he delivered
two double faults in the opening game.The
Swiss third seed had the chance to clinch

his spot in the World Tour Finals starting in
eight days' time in London but will now
have to wait until next week as the ATP
regular season closes at the Paris Masters.
Del Potro now owns four titles this season
and has defeated Federer in their last three
matches.The modest Argentine was
apologetic in victory after beating the 17time Grand Slam champion.Federer fired

s
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14 aces to no avail in the final as he failed to
win what would have been just a second
title in a disappointing season.The 32y e a r- o l d w a s p l a y i n g h i s e i g h t h
consecutive Basel final at the stadium
where he got his start in the game as a
ballboy nearly two decades ago.He has
played an overall 10 finals in Basel,
winning five titles while he was bidding
for his 78th career trophy from 113 finals.
Federer found himself on the back foot as
Del Potro came up the early leader in the
54-minute opening set after breaking the
Swiss but then losing his own serve a game
later for a 5-4 lead.

Smith Demands Respect For S Africa's
Kings Of The Road
DUBAI: South Africa captain Graeme
Smith, whose team have not lost an away
series for seven years, believes the Proteas
deserve more respect for their
achievements on the road.Their emphatic
innings and 92-run win in the second Test
over Pakistan in Dubai on Saturday, which
levelled the series at 1-1, also allowed
them to enhance their Test number one

status. Since their 2-0 loss to Sri Lanka in
2006, South Africa have travelled to India
(twice), United Arab Emirates to play
Pakistan (twice), England (twice),
Australia (twice) and once to New
Zealand, Pakistan, Bangladesh and the
West Indies, not losing a series. "I think we
have got a lot to do to be compared with
great teams, but for us to have that record
away from home is an extremely proud one
to have," said Smith, now in his 10th year
as captain. "I don't think many teams in
current world cricket can travel as well as
we do and be able to perform in all the
conditions, the pressures, the
environments that you face on the road."I
certainly don't think the team gets enough
credit for that, it's an immense record and
one we are proud of."Smith said that
beating Pakistan in their new fortress.

